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Randomly occurring energy deposition events produced by low levels of ionizing
radiation interacting with tissue deliver variable amounts of energy to the
sensicive target volumes within a small fraction of the cell population. A
model is described in which an experimentally derived function relating event
size to cell response probability operates mathematically on the micro-
dosimetric event size distribution characterizing a given irradiation and thus
determines the total fractional number of responding cells; this fraction
measures the effectiveness of the given radiation. Normalizing to equal
numbers of events produced by different radiations and applying this cell
response or hit size effectiveness function (HSEF) should define radiation
quality, or relative effectiveness, on a more nearly absolute basis than do the
absorbed dose and dose equivalent, which are confounded when applied to low
level irradiations. Examples using both calculation and experimental data are
presented.

INTRODUCTION

When ionizing radiation interacts with tissue, the pattern of energy deposited
by individual ionizing events is largely random. At levels of exposure high
enough to produce prompt, observable injury, this randomness is transformed
into uniformity by the sheer numbers of ionizations and excitations which have
occurred everywhere in the irradiated volume. The energy they impart to any
cell in the tissue is then the same, per unit mass, as that which can be
me »sured in any ocher .nuch larger volume element of a subsr.jn<:e simulating
tissue and irradinred under identical conditions. This is Che basis for
conventional, h : .jh level, 'iosisivcry •
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\s the level of exposure decreases, this averaging or equivalence breaks down
and two conditions develop, each one quite the opposite of what is found at
higher Levels. The first is thac a sufficiently low level exposure can only be
a "partial body" exposure, because not all of the cells in the exposed tissue
have received any energy. The second is "hat the amount of energy to be
delivered to a specified cell or group of cells can neither be controlled nor
predicted.

A number of consequences follow from these two conditions. The most general
one is tha-C the measure of average energy deposited per unit mass of irradiated
tissue, the absorbed dose in gray, cannot be related to single cell effects it
low levels of irradiation. Another is that the ratio of two such measures, or
doses, of different "quality" ionizing radiations which produce an equivalent
effect at high levels, does not suffice to describe their relative biological
effectiveness at low levels. The increasing recognition of these and related
problems has led us to attempt to formulate the analysis and develop the model
which will be summarized in part in this paper. As initially proposed (Bond
1982), and developed further (Bond and Varma 1983; Boad et al 1985. 1988; Bond
and Sondhaus 1987; Feinendegen et al 1985; Booz and Feinendegen 1988) the
approach represents the collaborative efforts of a number of investigators at
several laboratories.

It has been well stated earlier in this workshop that a good model is a scheme
that can do several things:

a. Explain facts

b. Suggest crucial experiments

c. Set limits of applicability

d. Aid in the extrapolation of known data into ill-defined areas: in
radiation biophysics, from the high- to the low-dose range

With these worthy aims in mind, let us proceed from the starting point
initially chosen—that there should exist a possible new method of examining
biological response to low-dose irradiation. It should utilize measurable end
points on the cellular level, and energy deposition events that are defined and
measurable within volumes of comparable size.

PROCEDURE

It appeared to us that biological and physical data on the microscopic scale
could be related by a proper application of microdosiraetrie techniques to
cellular radiobiology. What might be the most fruitful contributions of
microdosimetry to radiobiology had not thus -far been clearly indicated, but
here, it seemed, was 3 basic one. Microdosimetry enables us to examine the
countable number of times an ionizing event of any size will randomly occur
among the total number of different sized events which are produced in smill
volumes of tissue by a given irradiation. If we can compare these data with
the countable number of times a response occurs in a group of cells, we may be
in a position, to connect these two occurrences in ar informative way.

The biological basis for doing the above can be formalized in the following
steps:

a. The severity of injury to a cell or organ can be defined as i measur-
able level or degree of effect. The level of effect can have any value.
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b. At a threshold level of effect, a drastic, ali-or-nothin- change of
state, or quantal response, of the cell ov organ will occur.

c. The probability of this response can be defined as the countable
number of times it occurs in a group of exposed cells or organs.

d. Both radiation-induced cancer and heritable effects ste:» from a
quaatal cell response (e.g., a malignant trails formatiun) of a single
cell.

e. It is thus the "cell dose", z, and not tlie or^an dose, D, that is
directly relevant to risk evaluation foi car.i.er and genetic effects.

The physical significance of the transition from high level to low level
irradiation (decreasing values of absorbed dose D) in regard to the biological
effect, expressed as a cell quantal response, is succinctly described in ICRU
40, page 16, as follows:

"At sufficiently large absorbed doses, the cells that constitute
mammalian tissues are traversed by substantial numbers of charged
particles with the result that the mean specif •.«. energy, z. in them
is unlikely to differ substantially from th'.1 nii,.ubed dose D. As
this dose is decreased, the event frequency is reduced ai.i when it
reaches a mean value uE substantially less than 1. individual cells
receive specific energy that is either zero, or on the average, Zp ,
the frequency mean value of the specific energ> contributed in single
events. The fraction of cells in which an event -xxurs is

In other words, as the absorbed dose D (which we designate as the "macro" dose)
decreases, the number of events goes down, and the specific energy in any cell
becomes less and less likely to be c good sample of rhe average to all cells.
Although D is still the average dose to all cells, at lower and lower D fewer
and fewer cells get any ai:iount of specific energy z (which we designate as
"cell" or "elemental" dose) at all, and those that do receive highly variable
amounts.

The situation is illustrated in Figure 1 (Booz and F<*inendegen 1988). Three
different absorbed doses of Co60 gamma radiation are depicted, passing through
a collection of cells with average target volumes of 8 micrometer diameter (a
value chosen as large enough to include a typical mammalian cell nucleus and
its genome). It can be calculated that at the lowest dose indicated, the
secondary electron tracks produced in tissue will produce ionization events and
energy deposits of varying sizes in only a small fraction of the total number
of target volumes. On the other hand, at the highest macro dose shown they
will be produced in all target volumes at least once, and more than once in
some volumes. In contrast, Figure 2 illustrates 2 random samplings of a 10 MeV
proton track by a much smaller (25 nanometer diameter) target volume, to
illustrate the high roicrodose z (8.8 kGy, or 880 krad) which can sometimes
result if an event causing enough ionizations and excitations to deposit energy
Ei takes place in a volume of this size, whose mass in is very small. Other
similar sampling volumes are much more likely to receive much less energy,
often none, at all, as shown. As the number of proton traversals increases,
these extreme, random differences in energy deposition begin to average out.

Based on the above, a definition of "low dose" has been proposed (Booz and
Feinendegen 1988): Choosing a spherical volume of 8 JJIII diameter and 270 pa
mass as the "reference average" critical target. (NCRP 197'J), a macro dose is
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"Low" it the fraction ? of such targets receiving energy absorption events is
Less than 1 in 5 (which also implies that virtually no target is "hit" aore
than once.) For different radiation qualicies, this condicion is reached at
wiiely differing values of absorbed dose D. as will be seen.

A aechod and an instrument for measuring experimentally the amount of energy
deposited by each event occurring in a microscopic target volume, and of
counting the relative number of times each event size occurs, has existed for
some time. This is the use of the microdosimetric proportional counter, first
proposed and devised in 1955 (Rossi and Rosenzweig 1955), a typical example of
which is shown in Figure 3 (ICRU 36). It is used extensively for measuring
the event size distributions characterizing a variety of different ionizing
radiations. 3y greatly reducing the pressure of a mixture of gases in the
chamber, making their effective atomic number nearly equivalent to that of
tissue, and constructing the walls of the chamber of tissue equivalent plastic

i as well, the chamber sampling volume can be made to simulate the mass.
ionizadon and energy absorbing properties of a single cell target critical
volume (TCY). By a suitable choice of parameters, the device can be made to
act as a "cell phantom" with an equivalent diameter of several pm or less. 3y
means of a scaling factor, numbers which are representative of the number of
cell hits per cell exposed can be obtained separately in addition to the event
size distributions mentioned above.

In Figure 4, three such distributions are plotted (Bond et al 1988), one
resulting from the secondary electrons produced by Co60 gamma photons and Che
ocher two from the protou and electron interactions due to 14 MeV and 2 MeV
neutrons. All 3 are probability distributions for a target or critical volume
of 8 um diameter, and each is normalized to 1.0 per hit. It can be seen that
these distributions (which are for elemental dose, or specific energy deposited
in an 8 um sphere, as defined earlier) are extremely broad in range and overlap
considerably. For Co60, elemental doses as small as 0.005 rad (cGy) and as
large as 2.5 rad may occur, with their dose mean average ZQ at about 0.2 rad.
For 14 MeV neutrons the distribution is more complex and extends over fully 3
orders of magnitude, with the largest events producing elemental doses of about
300 rad, the average being about 21 rad.

Most microdosimetric analyses thus far have dealt almost entirely with the
average values of such distributions. We feel that there is more information
contained in these distributions than has been made use of thus far, and we
believe we have a way of using it. One begins by asking a question: should
there not be a response function for any given end point in the cell, one which
resembles the kind of dose-response relation which is observed for other
organized units of living matter— organisms, collections of cells or systems?
And can we noc conclude that we have obtained a measure of such a ceil response
function if we can count the number of times the response occurs in a certain
number of trials, as a function of the amount of energy deposited in that
cell's critical volume under the given conditions? The amounts of energy per
unit mass of target—which we have called the elemental doses when the target
diameter is arbitrarily fixed at 8 um--wiil of course have a size distribution
which will depend on the critical volume (or target size) chosen, but its size
can be fixed provisionally at the above value for severai reasons. First, it
is typical of mammalian cells. Second, there is certainly an extensive
microstructure on a much smaller scale within this reference volume, but
anything that happens to the genome must have occurred withiu the volume. We
do not look for effects on its fine structure, though they must surely occur;
we are simply shrinking our biological test system from the dimensions of an
animal or organ down to that of the average m-imnui L i;\n cell nucleus and Looking
•\z whar happens to it. The third and muse practical reason Ls th.it this sio.-'i
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. objecc is abouc as small a volume as we are actually able Co sunulace
dosunecrically wich a real instrument.

At this poinc we are faced with another fundamental complication. It is
evident that a functional relation between cell response and cell dose should
undoubtedly exist. Unfortunately, there is no way it can be determined by
selecting a set of different, controlled doses. Chen delivering each chosen
dose to all the cells in each of a set of separate groups, then counting the
relative number of responses in each group as is done conventionally using
macro dose measurement. All chat can be delivered is the random distribution
of elemental doses, in larger or smaller numbers, depending on the magnitude of
the macro dose D, but always made up of the same relative numbers of elemental
microdoses z in the mixture or distribution of different sized events produced
by a given radiation type and quality. The best we can do would be either to
irradiate with several narrow distributions as separate from each other as
possible and use only the average value of z for each; or alternatively to use
the responses which result frcm irradiation with each of a number of different
but overlapping z distributions and mathematically unfold the component of
response due to each event size incerval common to all of them. The first
approach is not practical since narrow enough distributions cannot be produced
tp make the procedure any different from conventional RBE experiments. The
second approach is, in fact, what we have been attempting to develop, and we
think we are beginning to be a little more successful at it.

The aim, of course, is to derive the cell response function mentioned above,
using whatever end point or cell type for which data can be obtained. (The
function has been called the hit size effectiveness function (HSEF), the word
"hit" not implying any target theory, but being merely a short noun, verb, or
adjective denoting the occurrence of an event in a critical volume.) If the
value of this function were known for 3ny value of the event size z, we should
be able to multiply it by the relative number of events of each size in the
distribution for a given radiation, sum across the distribution, and thus
obtain che fractional number of hit cells which will exhibit the quantal
response, fq. This "figure of merit" for response efficiency would represent
the relative severity of response to the given radiation.

There are two components to any risk, however: the probability of an event
occurring, and the severity of its effect if it does. The HSEF, if known, can
estimate the latter. The number of counts recorded and scaled can be used to
estimate the former, or the probable number of hits per exposed cell, which is
proportional to the exposure fluence. These are the main principles of the
present approach, and the rest of this discussion is essentially- an elaboration
of them. But before examining further the question of severity and the cell
response function, the probability of occurrence—the fractional number of
cells "hit" at all during an exposure—needs to be dealt wich first, since it
bears directly on the meaning of both dose and response measurements and their
comparison for different radiation qualities and quantities.

PROBABILITY AND SEVERITY COMPONENTS OF DOSE

The relationship between Che absorbed dose (D). which represents Che average
mass density of energy deposited by irradiating a tissue made up of the cells
in question, and che numbers and sizes of che evencs (z) in che hit cells, is
formalized in Figure 5. (For brevity the dagger superset" ipc is omitce<1 fmm :
in che Cexc . )



What the equation in Figure 5 states is that D can be viewed as the product of
3 components: the average hit si2e z, the fraction F of TCVs hit at least
once, and the avenge number of times 5 each hit TCV is hit. The absorbed dose
is thus "diluted" -it Low levels; that is. not every cell is receiving this
average dose. Instead, it "low" vaLues of D. only a few ceils (less than 20%.
by definition) are receiving relatively much larger doses, -uid the rest of the
cells receive nochmg. As conventionally measured, absorbed dose is clearly ,i
confounded variable; it is made up of 3 other variables which behave quite
differently as the magnitude of D decreases (Bond and Sondhaus 1987).

Figure 6 illustrates what happens to the fraction F (dotted line, values resd
from right-hand scale) and the event size z (solid line, left-hand scaLe) over
a wide range of D for Co60 gaunma radiation and an 8 urn TCV diameter. It is
seen that at high dose the average specific energy or elemental dose deposited
in the targets (due to multiple hits) is the same as the absorbed dose D. both
varying together. As D decreases, the number of events or hits decreases, and
the randomness in cheir values becomes evident. (The gray shaded area
represents one standard deviation around the average of the distribution.) When
the low dose region is reached, there is only one hit in any cell, and not many
cells are getting hit at all. Further decrease in D does not represent any
change in the average hit size (which becomes constant): the individual hits
vary randomly in size, and their size distribution is characteristic of the
radiation (250 kVp x-ray quanta have a higher average event size than Co60
gamma photons, as indicated by the thin dashed line). On the other hand, while
z remains constant in the low-dose range, the fraction F of cells hit falls
below 1 and decreases proportionally to D, their ratio being characteristic of
the radiation. Figure 7 illustrates the identical relationships for 14 MeV
neutrons, in order to demonstrate the differences between a high and a low LET
radiation, the most important being the shift toward larger event sizes in the
distribution and the extension of single event behavior ("low dose" D region)
to higher values of D, for the high LET radiation.

In other words, D measures different things in different dose regions. At high
doses it measures the number of times a cell is hit and the density of energy
deposited in all cells, while at low doses it cannot do this, since the single
hits fluctuate randomly in size; instead it measures only how large a fraction
of the cell population is hit once each. This shift in the meaning of D has
caused a great deal of difficulty in extrapolating high-dose biological data to
low doses and in understanding what we need to examine in the low-dose region.

The variation in "z. F, and m with dose D caa be calculated for other radiations
of any different LET, or quality. A family of curves for the fraction hit F
and the hit multiplicity 5 is shown in Figure 8, for 3 photon and 7 neutron
energies, all in an 8 um target. The essential point illustrated by this rather
complex graph is the discrepancy which is always present when the "standard" or
photon radiation is used as the reference to be compared with a more heavily
ionizing one in a typical RSE experiment. At the usual dose levels in such
experiments, where D is greater than about 1 to 10 rad, the X or gamma
irradiation always produces large numbers of ssnall events in every cell, while
the higher LET radiation hits far fewer cells, but with much larger events.
The result is chat a "partial body" irradiation, with a few cells receiving
high doses, is usually being compared with a uniform irradiation, with all
cells receiving lower doses.

In Figures 9 and 10, the above statements are formalized in a typical e\.im̂
using doses 0n and Dx of neutrons and x-rays. One set of values for ~z, F ar.'i
are illus" rat»- i; they are the respective :oin̂ o(i-?ncs of :he two d> ir s '*hi'.h
resulted in the HSE value shown. The exper imt-nr. in which they were <ie :e:-m i:i-- 1



is iliuscrated in Figure 11. In this experiment, tradescantia cells were
irradiated with 0.43 Me'.' neutrons and 250 kV'p .x-rays (Sparrow et al 1972). and
the quantal responses counted were the fractional numbers of pink aiut.int c^lis
which resulted. The .loses of each radiation were In., but the photon radiation
was still in the dose range where ali cells were being multiply hi", over 8
times on the average, by events with a mean size of 0.6 rid. The nuurrwib, in
contrast, were in the dose range in which on the average only one cell in every
100 was hit only once with an 11 rid (mean) event. That is. Che x-rays
delivered over 800 times as many hits, each of which deposited only about 5 o:"
6% as much energy, as did the neutrons. These relative nvuibers of cells hit
and of hits per hit cell will vary greatly at higher or 2i.'W<?r r.r-fes: ^nly the
average hit si:e for each radiation reimins che sun'?. Clearly, ir we can
predict the fraction of the cell populj tion respond ing to the giwn hit size
distribution by use of an HSEF, we will have a better way of describing the
effectiveness of any radi.-.ition. since this probability wi>ul<i be che same
whatever the number of hits, depending only on their size distribution.

The response data in Figure 11 car. be plotted in term? of average hits per
exposed cell rather thai dose, since they are proportional >is pointed out in
•the sentence quoted earlier from ICRU 40. Figure 12 illustrates the result
when this is done. The slope of such a curve now represents the ratio of the
number of pink mutants per exposed cell to the number OL hit-., per exposed cell,
or more simply, the tocal probability of causing a pink mutant per hit,
cumulated for the hit size probability distribution of each radiation. We
denote this probability by fq. The linearity of the curve reflects the
constancy of this compound probability within the single hit, or low dose,
region. For 250 kVp x-rays this probability of quantal response is seen to be
about 2 x 10~4 per hit, indicating that about 4999 out of every 5000 hits will
not cause it. For 0.43 MeV neutrons, fq is 3 orders of magnitude higher; that
is, about 1 hit in every 5 causes the response. It seems apparent that only
the repeated occurrence of small events in sufficiently rapid succession within
the same target volume c.-in account for most of the effectiveness of photon
irradiation. The number of these events increases with dose D, and their rate
of occurrence goes up with dose rate, causing the effectiveness cf photon
irradiation to depend on dose and dose rate. The greater proportion of larger
events in the smaller total number of events produced by neutron or heavy
particle irradiation makes it far more likely to be effective than photon
irradiation. Some of these large events are always produced by high LET
irradiation, even at doses so low that photons would be almost wholly-
ineffective.

The importance of the elemental dose, and the value of it below which a single
event in the TCY has virtually no chance of causing a response in the cell,
become paramount when the fractionality and multiplicity components which
confound the absorbed dose are identified and separated out as above.
Returning to the relationship between response and event size, we can show
clearly how this relationship, or HSEF, determines the value of fq and results
in the experimental curves shown in Figures 11 and 12 by means of the set of
schematic plots illustrated in Figure 13. The latter are combined into a
single 3 dimensional graph in Figure 14. (In Fibres 13 and 14, the straight-
line plots of Nq/N'E vs. N'H/NE at high and low LET are now linear instead of
logarithmic as in Figures 11 and 12.)

What Figure 12 depicts is the following: First, (upper right graph) an event
size distribution is obt lined for a particular radiation quality with a
microdosmetric proportional counter. Second, an HSEF known to apply t<> a
specified end point (middle right graph) multiplies the number -if hits in each
interval of the size distribution (narrow rectangle-) 1A tho c-.u r s



probability of that hit size causing the specified response. The result
(bottom right graph) of weighting each hit size interval by its relative
probability, or effectiveness in causing the response, is the number of
responses represented by the area under the curve. Since the area under the
top curve is normalized to 1.0, the total probability >">f a hit having an;.' size
wichin the range of the distribution, the area undei the bottom curve
represents the total response probability per hit. Tins is ivhat we have called
f_, the fraction of those cells hit which will respond quautally.
G

The quantity fq is the me lsure of severity for the hit size distribution in
question. The other primary factor in risk estimation, the probability of
being hit, increases with exposure is discussed previously. It; the low dose
region it is just the fraction F=N'H/N'E of exposed cells hit, since none are
likely to be hit more than once, at least until F exceeds 0.2. as we have
stated. (At higher doses this probability becomes the probability of being hit
a certain number of ti;nes, ail cells being hit at least once.) As IMCIJJ as the
exposure is within the- single hit region, the fraction hit can be multiplied by
fq to obtain the fraction of exposed cells responding. Nq/N'g. This is the
linear relationship depicted in the left hand ^raph, in which ^H/^E increases
•in proportion to exposure fiuence i. the proportionality constant being
represented by <5.

These same relationships ore illustrated in the three dimensional graphs shown
in perspective in Figure 14- Here, the points on the straight line plotted
along the NJJ/NE axis are the increasing numbers of hie cells, multiplied by fq,
the total fraction of hit cells responding quantally to all of the hit sizes in
the distributions seen on the z axis. This yields values of Nq/Xg which
increase with exposure as described in the previous paragraph. Two such plots
are shown in this graph, one at high and one at low LET; their slopes are the
respective values of fq. The dependence of the HSEF only on hit size and not
on the level of exposure is emphasized by its location in the third plane
defined by the z and Mq/Ng axes.

THE CELL RESPONSE FUNCTION

Together, the fractionality and multiplicity components of absorbed dose which
can be calculated at low level are measures of the probability that a cell will
be hit. The severity of that hit can only be estimated by assuming that its
size will determine its chance of causing an all-or-nothing response, which
must be detected and counted in a population of cells. To obtain the essential
relation, or HSEF, which we believe must exist between chance of response and
size of hit is the remaining step in devising the model. The experimental daca
which must be used can only consist of observed total numbers of responses
caused by mixtures of hit sizes given in varying amounts.

It is thus necessary to work backwards and sort out the relative numbers of
responses caused by each of a series of event sices occurring in known but
differing relative proportions among differed radiation '•jualities used in the
experiments. Otherwise put, we must take the values of fq obtained from the
differing slopes of Nq/N'E v s -^W^E Pl° c s f° r each radiation, and separate each fq
into a sum of terms, tach term will be the product of the measured relative
number of hits in a given size interval, nH(z)/.\'H, and an unknown HSEF value.
E(z), for that interval, as was illustrated in Figure 13.

The result (ignoring the statistical error aspects) is essentially a matrix of
simultaneous equations which jwst be solved for the value of E(z) at each
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incremental z value. This numerical deconvclucion procedure is well suited to
digital computer calculation (Morscin ec ai 19SS).

One example of experimental data which have beon analyzed in this way is shown
in Figure 15 (Skarsgard et al 1967). The family of curves represents the
relative numbers of chroinatid exchanges produced in cells by x-rays and heavy
ions with LET extending from 19.1 kev/um (Helium) to 351 keV'/um (Oxygen). The
event size distributions produced by these radiations covered a very broad
range of values, the largest elemental dose calculated being about 112 rad in
the 3 y.sn TCV for oxygen nuclei. Whon the decoiiv^lut ion procedure summarized
above was carried ovt using this and similar data, HSEF curves were or trained.
Two such functions aro illustrated in Figure 16; one is for the ciuomatid
exchanges plotted in Figure 15 and the other is for abnormal metaphases. (The
sigma values shown do net represent TCV cross section areas, but include ocher
factors which also influence probability. In Figure 16, the abscissa is
plotted in terms of y rather than z values. The lineal energy y is the
microdosiiaetric analog of LET and is related m z, the analog of dose, by a
constant depending on the TCV size.)

'Mien these closely similar HSEFs ore replutted using z values corresponding to
an 8 um TCV. they can be compared with the- event size distribution shewn in
Figure 4. This has been done in Figure 17, and some interesting conclusions
are apparent at once. First, there d''es not appear to be a true threshold in
the HSEF, at least down to event sizes of about 0.1 to 0.2 rad. but its value •
in that region is extre.nely small and difficult to estimate accurately.
Second, the efficiency of a hit does not reach the 10% level cf quanta!
response probability until its event size exceeds 10 to 20 rad. Third, the
efficiency denoted by the HSEF is greater than 98%. i.e.. practically every hit
will cause the response, at event sizes of about 60 rad and above. Since the
vast majority of events produced by Co60 gamma irradiation are elemental doses
of much less than 2 rad, averaging only a few tenths of a rad or less, only a
very low response probability can result from Co60 irradiation; most hits do
nothing unless delivered multiply and rapidly enough for their energy deposits
to combine together and produce a response in that way.

On the other hand a considerable friction of the single events produced by
either 2 MeV or 14 MeV neutrons have a greater than 50% chance of causing a
response, and this remains true even in the low level exposure range. It
therefore seems probable that at some very low exposure level, an x-ray or
gamma irradiation might lose virtually all of its effectiveness, with only ab>>ut
1 or 2 out of 10,000 hits producing a response, as noted earlier, while a small
exposure fluence of neutrons would still cause a significant proportion cf
cells to respond among the small number of cells hit. This suggests that
experiments should be done in which only F or only 2 is varied, and the other
is kept constant.

What, then have we gained by obtaining a measure of quant.il response efficiency
as a function of event size? It is n<it yet clear whether this measure can be
applied to the multiple hit, high exposure situation. In the low level region
of prime concern, however, the HSEF combined with the number of events and
their size distribution appears to offer a more direct and rational basis for
predicting the relative effect of any radiation (or mixture of radiations) than
does the "dose equivalent," or combination of absorbed dose and quality factor.
At the very least, it has the virtue of constancy, an attribute which is
conspicuously absent in the quality factor, which varies nor. only with the
radiation but with dose, dose rate, end point and so on. If it turns out that
there are enough different cell types and systems which exhibit .\ similar
response to make only one or a few HSEF's suffice f̂ r low level exposure
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evaluation, we can then conclude that we have general enough information tor
practical use. The most recent data we have in this regard is shown in the
concluding plot, Figure 18. TP. this graph, six different end points obtained
by four investigators have been plotted with each normalized to the nominal 8
pm TCV diameter. The range of elemental dose for each response level is not
large between the different cell responses and a single HSEF might well suffice
for protection purposes. It is interesting to note that the value of f-which
is obtained for 0.43 meV neutrons by this method is about 0.2, and that neavy
ion data obtained some years ago (Todd, et al, 1985) at about the same average
event size compares well with this value; they calculated it to be about 0.14-
0.20 for 3.5 Gev Helium ions. These results are sufficiently encouraging to
spur us onward.
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of aggregates of target volumes (8//m diameter) in 60Co
gamma radiation fields. Top row: schematic presentation of electron tracks after doses
of 0 3 , 3 and 30mGy. Bottom row: enlarged view of some target volumes.
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Figure 2. Track structure of a I O M C V proton in terms of ionization (closed circles) and
excitation (open circles). Energy deposition to a target volume of 25 nm diameter as an
example for a low-dose situation.



2.54CM DIAMETER PROPORTIONAL COUNTER

GAS INLET

,O" RINGS

! T.E. PLASTIC

lffl DELRIN

§^ ALUMINUM

3 STAINLESS STEEL

1cm

GAS OUTLET

Fig. 3 a . This solid-wall counter is an example of the type most
frequently used in microdosimetry. The helix is maintained at positive
potential with respect to the outer shell, ao electrons are collected
throughout the spherical region. The center wire is, of course, positive
with respect to the helix. Tension is maintained in the center wire by
means of a spring at the top. A gas inlet and nutlet are provided for
a gas-flow system.

1cm

Fig. 3 b . Example of a tissue-equivalent grid forming the
boundary of a wall-less counter. The grid structure is moulded from
tissue-equivalent plastic utilizing an aluminum mould which is dis-
Bolved away. The strut!) are typically 0.01 cm witle by 0.02 cm deep.
The structure is 92% transparent for iaotropic radiation.
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Let NH be the number of hits, NE the number of

exposed cells, and za, zb— the individual, randomly

variable cell doses:

then

J Za + Zb~ ~ ~

= z • F • m

where

D is the absorbed dose in the tissue, Z1 is the mean
event size, or cell dose, in the hit cells,
F is the fraction of cells hit once or more, and
m is the average number of hits per hit cell
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SPECIFIC ENERGY IN AFFECTED CELLS/Gy

FRACTION OF VOLUMES AFFECTED/%



FRACTION OF VOLUMES AFFECTED/%

NUMBER OF HITS PER AFFECTED VOLUME
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RBE is the ratio DX/DN at the same response level:

where

DY (zf • F • rr
RBE = ^ ^

DN (z' • F •

JL

- is a "quality" component

F x
r̂~ is a ''fractionality'' component

FN

mx
iis a "multiplicity" component



to

Example: equal response at 5.3 rad x-rays, 0.11 rad 0.43
MeV neutrons:

observed RBE = 48

06 _L0 83 _ 5 rad _
" 11 0.01 1.0 ~ 0 . l l rad "

. » .(z1) • (F) • (fn)
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